A key stream generator is analyzed which consists of a single linear feedback shift register (LFSR) with a primitive connection polynomial and a nonlinear feedforward logic. It is shown. how, for arbitrary integers n and r and a binary LFSR of length L = n . r the linear complexity of the generated keystream can be determined for a large class of nonlinear feedforward logics. Moreover, a simple condition imposed on these logics ensures a n ideal r -tupel distribution for these keystreams. Practically useful solutions exist where the keystream has linear complexity R . T"-' together with an ideal r-tupel distribution.
Introduction
A common type of keystream generator consists of a single binary linear feedback shift register (LFSR) and a feedforward logic (see Fig. 1 ). If the sequence produced by the LFSR has period p, all binary (key-stream-) sequences of length p are generated by suitable feedforward logics. This makes the keystream generator of LFSR. However. in t h e general case the analysis of this type of keystream generator has shown t o be rather difficult [l] . Groth [2] proposed a layered structure for the feedforward logic t o control the linear complexity of the generated keystream.
This arrangement generates keystreams of large linear complexities, however, the statistics of these keystreams are hard to control. Rueppel suggested [3] a simply realisable and therefore practically useful class of feedforward logics such that a lower bound for the keystream's linear complexity is guaranteed. A closely related structure had independently been proposed by Gunther/Bernasconi [4] which is also simple reahsable and also guarantees a minimal linear complexity of the keystream. T h e latter two methods are based on the existence of one or several The following theorem is shown to be crucial for the computation of the linear complexity of the keystream produced by a generator as given in Fig. 1 . At a first glance, polynomial sequences together with Theorem 1 seem not to have any connection to the system of Fig. 1 . Next, this connection is worked out with the help of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 . We consider a maximum length sequence {zk} over GF(2"). Symbols xk from GF(2") may be written as -k zl ka + Z0.k (4) xk = x n -l , k a R -' + xn--, k a n -2 + . . . Because of the required EXOR blocks, the system of Fig. 2 is a slightly restricted version of that shown in Fig. 1 . But the linear comp1exit.y can be exactly determined for arbitrary feedforward logics as given in Fig. 2 .
So far we have not mentioned the r-tupel dstribution of the keystream {yk}.
The r-tupel yt -is defined as a sequence Solutions which fulfil all of the above requirements are described in [9] and will be hscussed hereafter. As the polynomial f has to map GF(2") onto GF(2), it makes sense to use the so-called '-trace" function.
Definition 3 For Q E GF(q"), the trace of o over GF(y) is defined by It can be shown [lo. Theorem 2.231 that TrGF(qm)/GF1q) is a linear transformation from GF(q") onto the subfield GF(q). >loreover. considering the special case q = 2. one can prove [9] that the function TrGF(qm);GF(q)(a) computed for all the a's in GF( 2") takes on the value 0 exactly 2 "~' times, and the value 1 consequently 271-1 times.
function Therefore, the conditions (a) and (b) will both be satisfied by a f(..) = TrGF(2n)/GF(2)(g(2)), E GF(2") (7) where g ( z ) permutes the finite field GF(2"). In [ In order to obtain a keystream-sequence of large linear complexity, one should choose an integer b of large Hamming weight H(b). On the other hand, b and 2" -1 must be relatively prime, according to (9) . Thus, the choice b = 2" -1 (which would provide the maximal Hamming weight H ( b ) = n is excluded, and
is optimal. Let be the filtering pol>xomial applied to the symbols xk of the maximum length are nonzero and therefore t,his polynomial reaches the maximal linear complexity as given in (16). However, note that this polynomial does not fulfil Theorem 2 and that the statistical properties of the generated polynomial sequence are quite disastrous.
The ratio
can be optimized with respect to T for any given integer n by means of a simple derivation. The value T = n -1 turns out to be optimal, and we obtain
For large values of n: and consequently of r , this ratio converges to e-l. This means t,hat the proposed structure can provide a pseudo-random sequence with a linear complexity of about 1/3 of the reachable maximal linear complexity together with an ideal ( n -1)-tupel distribution.
Connection to GMW-Sequences
After finishing this work our attention was drawn to the so called GMW-sequences (Gordon, Mills and Welch [ll] ). These binary sequences have correlation properties identical to those of maximum length sequences but possess a larger linear complexity. Some of these sequences {yr,} can be specified as where cr is a primitive element of GF(2"') and b is any integer relatively prime to 2" -1, r in the range 0 < T < 2" -1. The interior Dace-function corresponds to a maximum length sequence over GF(2"). This has been discussed in [12] together with an analysis of the tuple distribution, periodic autocorrelation and linear complexity of GMW-sequences as defined in (19). The results of our analysis with respect to the ideal tuple distribution and the linear complexity coincide with the results in [12] . However, the following difference concerning the derivation should be mentioned: Our analysis is based on Brynielsson's powerful Theorem 1 from which the linear complexity for every polynomial f applied to a maximum length sequence can be computed even if we use it only for a function as specified in (8) . This function belongs to the same class of functions used in the GMW-construction according to expression (19). Moreover, Theorem 2 gives the necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial f ( r ) such that the corresponding polynomial sequence e-xhibits an ideal r-tuple distribution. The function f(z)
as defined in expressions (8) and (9) is a special case only which fulfils the requirements of Theorem 2. Finally, we proposed a practical implementation of these keystream generators which is completely different to the mechanization shown in P I -
